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Abstract—The high mobility of vehicles and the unreliable wireless communication significantly degrade the performance of data
access in vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs). To address this
problem, we propose a novel vehicle-platoon-aware data access solution called V-PADA. In V-PADA, vehicles contribute part of their
buffers to replicate data for others in the same platoon and share
data with them. When a vehicle leaves the platoon, it prefetches
interested data and transfers its buffered data to other vehicles
in advance so that they can still access the data after it leaves.
To achieve this goal, V-PADA consists of two components: First, a
vehicle-platooning protocol is designed to identify platoon formation and predict platoon splits. We use stochastic time series analysis to detect platoon and mobility anomalies and further introduce
a two-step split prediction method to reduce the false alarm rate
due to road curves. Second, a data management component is
designed to guide platoon members to replicate and prefetch
the most suitable data so that both high data availability and
low data access overhead can be achieved. Extensive simulation
results show that V-PADA can effectively improve the data access
performance in VANETs.
Index Terms—Data replication, platoon, vehicular ad hoc network (VANET).

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE proliferation of low-cost wireless connectivity, combined with the growth of distributed peer-to-peer cooperative systems, is transforming next-generation vehicular
networks. Drivers and passengers inside moving vehicles will
be able to obtain and share their interested data, such as MP3
music, news, and video clips [1]. However, due to the high
vehicle mobility, the topology of vehicular ad hoc networks
(VANETs) dynamically changes, and disconnections may frequently occur. When two vehicles are disconnected, they are
not able to access data from each other. Thus, data availability
in VANETs is lower than that in conventional wired networks.
Data replication has been widely used to reduce the effect of
intermittent connectivity and improve data access performance
in distributed systems [2]. By replicating frequently accessed
data at clients, they can continue to access data locally or from
the nearby nodes that have the replica, even if the network
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Fig. 1.

Platoon-based data access in VANETs.

partitions. Generally speaking, data replication can increase
data availability and reduce the query delay if there is plenty
of storage space in the vehicles. However, many nodes may
only have limited storage space, bandwidth, and power. For
example, in a VANET, not only the vehicles but the drivers and
passengers can be part of the network as well. Drivers and passengers want to share data with each other, but they may only
have resource-constrained mobile phones, which have limited
storage, and thus cannot replicate all the data such as large
music files or video clips. In some vehicle-sensor integrated
systems such as the MobEyes system [3], resource-constrained
onboard sensor nodes only have limited storage, bandwidth,
and power. To help vehicles and roadside infrastructure easily
and quickly get the data, the data may have to be carefully
placed. In addition, the contact time of vehicles may not always
be long enough to transmit all data items. To replicate the data,
nodes need to transmit it from other nodes, and obviously, there
will be huge bandwidth and power cost for a large volume of
data. By taking these issues into consideration, we expect that
the nodes in a VANET, such as vehicles or in-vehicle mobile
devices and sensors, should not be able (or willing) to replicate
all data items in the network. Thus, we need to design new
solutions for fast and convenient data access in VANETs.
Our solution is based on a well-known phenomenon called
“vehicle platoon” [4] in VANETs, where vehicles often travel
in closely spaced groups. A report from the Department of
Transportation has indicated that the platooning probability for
vehicles on highway can be higher than 70% [5]. If vehicles
move as a relatively stable platoon, they can contribute part
of their buffer to replicate data for other vehicles in the same
platoon and share data with them. Data redundancy in the
same platoon can be reduced through cooperative replication;
therefore, more data can be stored in the platoon, improving
the data availability and reducing the data access delay. Fig. 1
shows an example of how platoon-aware data replication can be
used to improve the performance of data access in a VANET.
In this example, we assume that there are four vehicles a, b, c,
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and d moving as a platoon. Each vehicle can hold three data
items locally. In Fig. 1(a), vehicles have no knowledge of the
existing platoon, and they replicate data based on their own
interests. Therefore, if the top three interesting data items of
four vehicles are the same, e.g., m1 (music 1), m2, and v1
(video clip 1), all vehicles buffer the same data items. Obviously, in this case, there is too much data redundancy among
these four vehicles, and only three data items are available to
these vehicles. Fig. 1(b) shows how platoon-aware data access
can help improve the performance. If vehicles know that they
have formed a stable vehicle platoon, they can cooperatively
replicate data and more efficiently organize their buffer. As
the figure shows, instead of taking the same data items as
vehicle c does, vehicle d may buffer data v2 and m4. Then, the
data redundancy between vehicles c and d can be eliminated.
However, some vehicles may leave the platoon, and they may
not be able to access the data replicated by other platoon
members. To address this problem, the splitting vehicle should
prefetch its most interested data and transfer its buffered data
copies to other platoon members. In Fig. 1(c), as vehicle b
leaves the platoon, it prefetches m2 from vehicle c and transfers
v5 to vehicle a. To achieve this goal, vehicles should be able to
detect the split process as soon as possible, and then, they can
prefetch and transfer data in advance before the split.
In this paper, we propose a novel vehicle-platoon-aware
data access solution (called V-PADA) for VANETs, which
includes two components. First, a vehicle-platooning protocol
is proposed to quickly identify the platoon and predict the
split process. In this protocol, stochastic time series analysis
is used to detect vehicle platoon and mobility anomalies, and
a two-step split prediction method is introduced to accelerate the detection and reduce false alarm due to road curvature. Second, a platoon-based data management component
is introduced to achieve high data availability and reduce the
intraplatoon data access cost. Specifically, we propose two
cost-effective data replication algorithms to find the best vehicle to replicate each data item inside the platoon, and we
provide data prefetch and transfer heuristics when there is a
split detected. Extensive simulation results demonstrate that
V-PADA can effectively improve the data access performance
in VANETs.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: The related
work is summarized in Section II. Section III introduces the
preliminaries of data access in VANET. Section IV describes
the platooning protocol, which can quickly identify the platoon
and predict the split process. In Section V, we present our data
management solution. Performance evaluations are shown in
Section VI. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section VII.

II. R ELATED W ORK
A. Vehicular Networks
Vehicular networks represent an interesting application scenario for not only traffic safety and efficiency but more commercial applications and entertainment support as well, such as
service scheduling [6], [7], content sharing [1], [8], [9], peerto-peer marketing [10], and urban data collecting [11]. So far,
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however, most vehicular network researches have been focused
on routing issues [12]–[15]. All these works assume that the
data consumer is known beforehand so that the sender can
always route the data to its destination. In this paper, we study
a quite different data access paradigm in VANETs where each
vehicle queries useful data from nearby neighboring vehicles.
Our focus is to make use of the platoon mobility pattern of
vehicles and cooperatively replicate data within platoon to
improve the data access performance.
B. Platoon Identification and Anomaly Detection
Although vehicle platoons have not been used as a design
parameter to facilitate data access in VANETs, their effects on
traffic control and design of traffic signal timing have been
studied for a long time. For example, a car-following model
[16] was developed to describe vehicle platoon movements.
Gaur and Mirchandani [17] and Jiang et al. [18] further developed algorithms to identify vehicle platoons from road traffic
and optimized the setting of traffic signals. All these existing
researches on vehicle platoon identification rely on roadside
sensors for centralized vehicle mobility observation and analysis. Our work, however, investigates how to detect the platoon
and the platoon partition by vehicles in a distributed manner
without any centralized system support.
C. Group-Based Data Access
V-PADA optimizes data access by exploiting the vehicle
platoon behavior, where vehicles often travel in closely spaced
groups. There has been some work on group-based data access
in mobile networks. Wang and Li [19] studied the service
coverage problem in case of group partition. They assume
that all nodes’ mobility parameters are known beforehand to
identify the group partition. Later, Huang and Chen [20] and Su
and Zhang [21] investigated how to cooperatively share data or
allocate channel within each mobile group. They both assume
that groups are organized with explicit join/leave messages and
that the partition is detected only after two nodes move out of
their communication range. In V-PADA, split has to be predicted as soon as possible so that more data can be prefetched.
D. Data Replication
Data replication has been extensively studied in traditional
distributed and database systems. However, in mobile networks,
link failure frequently occurs, and data availability becomes an
important issue. Hara [22], [23] proposed several data replication schemes for ad hoc networks. These schemes are based on
the intuition that, to improve data availability, replicating the
same data near neighboring nodes should be avoided. However,
this intuition may not be valid when network partition is taken
into consideration. Yin and Cao [24] and Fiore et al. [25]
studied how to use data cache to increase data availability and
reduce the data access cost, but their focus is not on mobility.
V-PADA differs from the existing works in that it uses vehicle
platoon to optimize data access. More importantly, V-PADA
quickly predicts split and prefetches the necessary data.
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When a vehicle meets a platoon, it may join the platoon or
stay alone. If the vehicle joins the platoon, it will follow the
mobility pattern of the platoon with the corresponding velocity
N (μ, δ 2 ); otherwise, it keeps its own mobility pattern. Vehicles
may leave the platoon when they 1) choose different routes at
the road intersections or highway exits or 2) simply accelerate
or decelerate. This platoon-based mobility model will be used
in our later analysis and simulations.

Fig. 2. Example of the platoon-based mobility model.

III. P RELIMINARIES
A. Data Access in VANET
There are two different approaches for vehicles to access data
in VANETs. The first approach relies on the support of roadside infrastructures. Each vehicle indirectly communicates with
servers or other vehicles via base stations (e.g., 3G or WiMAX)
or via access points (e.g., WiFi/802.11a,b,g, DSRC/802.11p).
This approach is based on vehicle-to-vehicle communications,
with which vehicles can communicate with their one-hop or
multihop neighboring vehicles, exchanging and sharing interested information. Many studies have shown that the first
approach is expensive and not convenient due to the high cost
and the low bandwidth of the cellular communication [26],
as well as the limited access opportunity and the infrastructure deployment constraint in the access-point-based communication [3], [27]. The vehicle-to-vehicle approach, however,
is more flexible and cost effective in VANETs, particularly
in rural or highway areas, which lack roadside infrastructure
support. The vehicle-to-vehicle approach has been widely used
in the literature [1], [12]–[14], [28] and will be used in this
paper.

B. Platoon-Based Mobility Model
In VANETs, vehicles usually move as a platoon. Although
there have been a few group mobility models such as the
reference point group mobility (RPGM) [29] and its variations
[19], they may not be directly applied to VANETs because they
do not consider real-world constraints such as road layouts.
In this paper, we combine road layout and speed limit with
RPGM to model platoon-based VANET mobility. We assume
−−→
that each vehicle platoon has a group motion vector (GM )
that defines the movement of the entire platoon. The group
motion vector follows the road layouts. All vehicles in the same
platoon share the same group motion vector and have different
−−→
random motion vectors (RM ) due to their mobility deviation.
Fig. 2 shows a movement example of two vehicles in the same
platoon. The movement of each vehicle in each time slot is
decided by the group motion vector and its own random motion
vector. Supposing that the velocity of each vehicle follows a
normal distribution N (μ, δ 2 ), where μ is the average velocity
and δ is the variance, because vehicles in the same platoon have
the same average moving velocity and deviation, they share the
same normal distribution parameter μ and δ.

C. System Model
There are m vehicles in the network, which are denoted
as Vi (i = 1 . . . m), and each vehicle can store several data
items in its buffer. There are n data items, which are denoted
as Dj (j = 1 . . . n), and each data item Dj has a size Sj .
Each vehicle requests its interested data from time to time. The
request frequency of vehicle Vi to data Dj is represented
 by fij .
Note that the global access frequency of data Dj , i.e., m
i=1 fij ,
represents the popularity of the data.
Fiore and Härri [30] showed that vehicles in the same platoon
are relatively well connected. They are able to communicate
with each other, either directly or through a small number of
vehicle relays. Therefore, we assume that each platoon member
knows the data replication arrangement within the platoon.
Thus, after receiving a data request, the vehicle can easily locate
the nearest platoon member that has the data. If none of the
vehicles in the platoon has the data, the vehicle has to wait and
check with any other encountered vehicle in the future. Each
platoon has a “platoon leader,” which can be selected based on
different criteria and easily identified with the vehicles’ periodic
beacons [31], [32]. For example, it could be the vehicle that
has stayed in the platoon for the longest time or the vehicle in
the most front (or back) of the platoon. The main responsibility
of the platoon leader is to maintain the data replication cycle
(DRC) of the platoon and initiate the data-replicating process.
At the beginning of each DRC, the “platoon leader” calculates
the best replication arrangement based on some data replication
algorithm and informs other platoon members to replicate data
according to it.
We assume that all vehicles are equipped with communication devices and Global Positioning Systems (GPSs). With
the communication devices, each vehicle has the ability to
communicate with other vehicles within its communication
range and is able to send and retrieve data content and its
information regarding position to other vehicles via an ad
hoc network. With the availability of a GPS system, it is
practical for the vehicle to locate its position with certain
accuracy so that vehicles can estimate not only their distance
but the relative positions to each other as well. Here, we
notice that there is another solution that uses the wireless
signal strength of vehicles’ beacon messages to estimate the
distance between two vehicles. However, it is not able to
identify the 2-D position. In the succeeding sections, we will
indicate that, to provide fast and accurate mobility anomaly
detection, not only the distance but the relative position
change will be useful as well. Therefore, in this paper, we
assume that the GPS device is a necessary equipment in our
solution.
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Fig. 3.

State transition diagram of vehicles in V-PADA.

IV. P LATOONING P ROTOCOL
A. Protocol Overview
The first component of V-PADA is the vehicle-platooning
protocol, which is used to quickly identify the platoon and
predict the split process. Fig. 3 uses a finite-state machine to
describe the operating process of the platooning protocol.
At any given time, each vehicle stays at one of the following
states: 1) Initial; 2) Join; 3) Quasi-Split; and 4) Split. When a
vehicle enters the network, it is at the Initial state. Later, when
it meets other vehicles in the same direction, it may join them
as a platoon member. The join process can be detected with
techniques that will be presented in Section IV-B. After one
vehicle is detected to join the platoon, it enters the Join state
and sends out a platoon-join message to all platoon members to
announce that a new member has joined the platoon. The message contains the information of vehicle ID, its interest list, data
list, and buffer size. As the platoon leader receives this message,
it will use the information to determine the best data replication
arrangement for the next replication cycle. When one vehicle
detects mobility anomaly (more details in Section IV-C), it
switches its state to Quasi-Split, where the anomaly will be
further analyzed. If the anomaly comes from the change of
road layout (e.g., the platoon is passing a curving road), the
anomaly is resolved, and the vehicle returns to the Join state.
Otherwise, if the vehicle is detected to split from the platoon,
it enters the Split state. It sends out a platoon-split message
to inform other platoon members that it is going to leave the
platoon. At the same time, it starts to prefetch its interested data
and transfer its buffered data to nearby platoon members. It
is possible that messages may be lost for some reasons such
as channel interference or collisions. However, this will not
affect the performance of the platooning protocol too much
because both join and split actions can always be detected by
neighboring vehicles through its beacons. Furthermore, existing
reliable and efficient broadcasting techniques [9] can be used to
provide reliable message delivery.
Next, we discuss techniques used for platoon identification
and split prediction in V-PADA.
B. Stochastic Time Series Analysis for Platoon Identification
In V-PADA, each vehicle maintains a Cartesian coordinate
system, where the moving direction is the X-axis. Each vehicle
(called monitoring vehicle) chooses the nearby vehicle as its
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Fig. 4. Cartesian coordinate system.

reference vehicle (see more details in Section IV-C3). The
coordinate of the reference vehicle is represented by its shortest
distances to the X-axis and the Y -axis, which are denoted
by Δy and Δx , respectively. Fig. 4 gives an example of the
coordinate system with one reference vehicle.
The monitoring vehicle and its reference vehicle periodically
exchange their movement profile through beacon messages,1 by
which the monitoring vehicle can get a series of relative coordinates of the reference vehicle in terms of Δx and Δy . Then,
by analyzing the Δx and Δy series, the monitoring vehicle can
estimate the relative motion deviation between two vehicles and
determine whether they are in the same platoon or not. If the
motion deviation is consistently small, the monitoring vehicle
can determine that it may have already joined the platoon.
During monitoring, the time interval between any two successive observations of Δx (or Δy ) is equal to the same beacon
cycle; thus, the whole monitoring process can be regarded as
a discrete and same-spaced process {Xt } (and {Yt } for the
Δy series). Therefore, in V-PADA, we can use the stochastic
time series analysis on the observed position series to provide
precise and automatic platoon identification. Specifically, we
use real-time estimates of the variability of Δx and Δy as the
forecasting thresholds. If one vehicle is in the Initial state and
its relative position series of {Xt } and {Yt } are within the range
of the forecasting, the vehicle is considered to join the platoon.
According to the time series analysis, by using the observation
of Δx as an example, the whole identification process can be
represented by a linear model
Φp (B)∇d (Xt − μ) = θq (B)xt

(1)

where p, d, and q are nonnegative integers; μ is the mean of the
series; Φp (B) is an autoregressive operator of order p; θq (B) is
a moving average operator of order q; ∇d is a difference operator of order d; and xt ’s are white noise variables independently
distributed as N (0, δx2 ). This model is usually referred to as an
autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) model of
order (p, d, q) [33].
The ARIMA model is fitted to an observed series by a threestage interactive procedure: 1) identification; 2) estimation; and
1 The sampling frequency that each vehicle uses to monitor its own movement
can be much higher than the frequency of beacon messages because there is no
communication overhead involved. Therefore, the movement profile of each
vehicle includes not only the latest moving direction and location information
of the vehicle but the status of its moving direction as well, i.e., whether the
moving direction is stable or continuously changes.
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and the approximate 95% confidence interval limits for Xt+1
would be
t ± 2δx
Xt+1 (±) = X

Fig. 5. Results of ARIMA model fitting with parameter (0,1,3). (a) Berkeley
Highway Laboratory data set (Vehicles 56 and 57). (b) Interstate 80 data set
(Vehicles 4595 and 4709).

3) diagnostic checking. At the identification stage, the tentative
model to fit the data is determined by inspecting the autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation functions of the series
and its differences, and comparing them with those of some
basic stochastic processes. At the estimation stage, maximumlikelihood estimates are obtained for the model parameters.
The output observations are operated on by the inverse of
the filter that is computed to have produced the white noise
sequence {xt }. Finally, the fitted model is diagnosed to ensure
that the estimated model residuals are white noise deviations.
Otherwise, the model should be redesigned by repeating the
three stages of model construction.
We apply the described ARIMA model building procedure
to several different mobility traces of vehicles moving on
highways in Berkeley (Berkeley Highway Laboratory data set2 )
and Emeryville, CA (Interstate 80 data set3 ). Our experiments
with different values of p, d, and q in the general class of
models described by (1) show that ARIMA (0,1,3) is refined
enough to model the stochastic process (see Fig. 5), i.e., the first
differences of Δx can be represented by a third-order moving
average model of the form
∇Xt = (1 − θ1 B − θ2 B 2 − θ3 B 3 )xt .

(2)

Then, the minimum mean-square error predictor of Xt+1 ,
given the history of the process up to time t, which is denoted
t , is given by the conditional expectation
as X
t = E [Xt+1 |(Xt , Xt−1 , . . .)]
X
= Xt − θ1 xt − θ2 xt−1 − θ3 xt−2

(4)

In other words, the random disturbances {xt } that generate the process are the succession of one-step-ahead forecast
errors. Hence, the forecast made at time t for Xt+1 can be
expressed as
t = Xt − θ1 et−1 − θ2 et−2 − θ3 et−3
X

2 [Berkeley
3 [Interstate

Data set] http://bhl.calccit.org:9006/bhl/
80 Data set] http://ngsim.fhwa.dot.gov/

where δx is the estimate of the standard deviation of the white
noise variables, and it can be calculated by the existing location
disturbance observations. Similarly, we can get the forecast lim99.7%
(±) =
its with 99.7% and 68% confidence interval as Xt+1
68%


Xt ± 3δx and Xt+1 (±) = Xt ± δx , respectively. Then, the
confidence limits for Yt+1 can be similarly obtained. With the
forecasting limits Xt+1 and Yt+1 , and the real-time observation
series Δx and Δy , each vehicle can decide whether it joins
the platoon or not. If its position observations consistently stay
within the forecasted position range, it should have joined the
platoon; otherwise, it still moves alone.
Here, we note that, in V-PADA, one or multiple reference
vehicles are used by the monitoring vehicle to estimate the
relative movement stability of the vehicle and the platoon. An
alternative solution is to use the baricentric position of the entire
platoon as the reference instead of only taking a reference vehicle into account. However, to estimate the baricentric position
of the platoon, the monitoring vehicle needs to get the position
of all vehicles in the platoon, which requires all vehicles to flood
their position information to all the platoon members. Obviously, to provide a good performance of position monitoring,
the reference information needs to be quickly updated. However, highly frequent message flooding may bring in huge communication overhead and may even lead to network congestion
within the platoon. Therefore, in V-PADA, we use the mobility
of the reference vehicle to represent the mobility of the platoon.
The relative position of the reference vehicle can be considered
to be stable with the platoon if the reference vehicle detects no
mobility anomaly of itself. Furthermore, each monitoring vehicle only needs to contact its neighboring reference vehicles to
check the position change. Hence, there is no message flooding.
In addition, we will show in Section IV-C3 that careful selection
of the reference vehicle and multiple numbers of reference
vehicles can improve the accuracy of anomaly detection.
C. Split Prediction

(3)

and the forecast error made at time t would be
t+1 − Xt = xt+1 .
et = X

(6)

(5)

After joining a platoon, the monitoring vehicle keeps monitoring its reference vehicle and its own mobility pattern, so that
it can quickly detect the split and have more time to prefetch
and transfer data. In the following, we study how to detect the
mobility anomaly and predict the vehicle split.
1) Anomaly Detection: The most intuitive approach in detecting mobility anomaly is only based on the distance between
the monitoring vehicle and its reference vehicle. A mobility
anomaly is detected when the distance becomes larger than a
predefined threshold. However, it is difficult to find the appropriate threshold. If the threshold is large while the monitoring
vehicle and the reference vehicle are close to each other, as
shown in Fig. 6(a), the anomaly may not be detected, even after
a relative large position change (from A to A ). If the distance
threshold is small, it may result in high false positives, even if
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Fig. 6.

Fig. 7.
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Anomaly detection approaches. (a) and (b) Distance based (c) Distance change based (d) Position change based.

Monitoring vehicle and its reference vehicle on a road curve.

the monitoring vehicle only moves a little bit [from B to B ; see
Fig. 6(b)].
An alternative approach is based on the relative distance
change. As shown in Fig. 6(c), suppose that the relative distance
change threshold is d. An anomaly can be detected when the
reference vehicle moves out of the shadow area, which is a torus
with width 2d. However, in this case, some mobility anomalies
may still not be detected, even if the position change between
the two vehicles is much larger than the distance threshold (e.g.,
from C to C , which usually happens when the vehicle suddenly
accelerates to leave the platoon).
To address the weaknesses of the aforementioned approaches, we propose to use the 2-D relative position change
between the monitoring vehicle and its reference vehicle to
detect mobility anomaly. In this approach, we still use the
Cartesian coordination system to determine the relative position
of the reference vehicle in terms of Δx and Δy and use time
series analysis on the relative position change to detect mobility
anomaly. For example, as shown in Fig. 6(d), given the standard
position deviation and the detection confidence interval, the
detection boundary can be represented by a rectangle. If the
diagonal of the rectangle is 2d, any mobility anomaly that
results in a relative position deviation of distance d can be
detected. This approach can precisely determine the relative
motion between the two vehicles and thus can be used to
quickly detect any abnormal position change.
2) Two-Step Split Prediction: In the position-change-based
approach, a large position change may come from the following
reasons: 1) The vehicle is splitting from the platoon, or 2) the
vehicle still stays with the platoon but the platoon changes its
moving direction due to road layout such as a curve. As shown
in Fig. 7, although the vehicle is in the same platoon as its
reference vehicle, the observed relative position changes much
in two successive observations due to the road curve, resulting
in a false alarm of a vehicle split.
To mitigate the false alarm issue and quickly detect the split,
we design a two-step split prediction method based on the following idea. If a vehicle moves on a straight road, its moving di-

rection is usually stable; otherwise, if it is passing a curve road,
its moving direction may continuously change. Furthermore, if
a vehicle splits from the platoon, its distance to the reference vehicle increases as they move further apart; if the vehicle is still
within the platoon, its distance from the reference vehicle may
not change too much, even if they are moving on a curve road.
By first analyzing the moving direction (the first step) and then
comparing their relative distance deviation (the second step),
we can differentiate different splitting scenarios and reduce the
false alarm rate due to road curvature. In the following, we first
categorize the possible splitting scenarios and then discuss how
the two-step method works in different scenarios.
The vehicle split on a highway can be categorized into four
scenarios.
1) Scenario I: The vehicle splits from the platoon by acceleration/deceleration [see Fig. 8(a)].
2) Scenario II: The vehicle splits from the platoon by entering a straight ramp [see Fig. 8(b)].
3) Scenario III: The vehicle splits from the platoon by
entering a curving ramp [see Fig. 8(c)].
4) Scenario IV: The vehicle and the platoon split from each
other byenteringtwodifferent curvingroads [seeFig. 8(d)].
In the first scenario, the mobility anomaly comes from
the acceleration or deceleration of the splitting vehicle. Since
vehicles move on the same straight road and in the same
direction, this split can be easily confirmed in the first step by
comparing their moving directions after the mobility anomaly
is detected. If both the monitoring vehicle and its reference
vehicle are in the same direction, scenario I is confirmed. In
the second scenario, one of the vehicles (e.g., the reference
vehicle) is still on the highway, but the other vehicle (e.g.,
the monitoring vehicle) changes its direction and moves onto a
straight ramp. This split can be confirmed in the first step based
on the vehicle moving direction, which is stable but different.
Fig. 8(c) shows an example of scenario III, where the reference
vehicle still moves on the highway, but the monitoring vehicle
switches to a curving ramp. Because the moving direction of
the monitoring vehicle keeps changing but the moving direction
of the reference vehicle is stable, they are moving on different
roads, and the split can be confirmed in the first step.
For scenario IV, as shown in Fig. 8(d), two vehicles move
onto two different curve roads, and both vehicles continuously
change their moving directions. However, it is possible that
the two vehicles in the same platoon continuously change
their moving directions on the same curve road. To determine
whether they are moving on the same curve road or two
different curve roads, we need to further analyze the distance
deviation between them in the second step. If two vehicles pass
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Fig. 8. Splitting scenarios.

Fig. 10.

Fig. 9. Two-step split prediction method.

through the same curve road and there is no split, the distance
between them should not change too much. However, if they
move on two different curve roads, their distance increases
when they move further away from each other. If the distance
change between the two vehicle becomes larger than the threshold, which is called the splitting distance threshold, scenario IV
can be confirmed.
The two-step split prediction method can be described by the
flowchart shown in Fig. 9. As can be seen, most splits (scenarios I,
II, and III) are confirmed in the first step by comparing the
moving directions of two vehicles. The second step, which may
bring in some prediction delay, is only applied when both the
monitoring and reference vehicles move on the curve roads.
3) Reference Vehicle Selection: It is necessary to note that
the relative position between the monitoring vehicle and its reference vehicle and the number of reference vehicles affect the
result of anomaly detection and split prediction. For example,
if the reference vehicle is far from the monitoring vehicle, any
slight direction change of the monitoring vehicle may result in
a large relative position deviation from the reference vehicle,
which may result in prediction errors. To be more accurate, we
have three rules for selecting the reference vehicle.
Rule I: A vehicle always chooses the vehicle in front of it (if
any) as its reference vehicle. Rule I guarantees that the
reference vehicle will pass the exit before the monitoring

Reference vehicle selection.

vehicle. As the monitoring vehicle detects that it has a
different moving direction from its reference vehicle, it can
determine that it has chosen a different road and will split
from the platoon soon. Otherwise, if the reference vehicle
is behind the monitoring vehicle, the monitoring vehicle
cannot make the decision because it does not know whether
the reference vehicle will choose the same road or not until
both of them passed the exit. Thus, by choosing the vehicle
in front as the reference vehicle, the split prediction delay
can be reduced.
Rule II: Each vehicle prefers the vehicle that is close to it as
its reference vehicle. Rule II considers the communication
reliability between the vehicle and its reference. If two
vehicles are close to each other, they have more reliable
communication and can more precisely determine their
relative positions. Furthermore, a long distance between
a vehicle and its reference vehicle may result in errors
in the two-step split prediction. Therefore, the monitoring
vehicle should choose the vehicle close to it as its reference
vehicle.
Rule III: Multiple reference vehicles can improve the detection
accuracy. If the monitoring vehicle has only one reference
vehicle, any mobility anomaly from the reference vehicle
will falsely alarm the monitoring vehicle, even though it
is still within the platoon. Furthermore, it is possible that
both the monitoring vehicle and the reference vehicle split
from the platoon, and then, the monitoring vehicle cannot
detect the split. Rule III helps reduce this kind of false
positives and false negatives. By using multiple reference
vehicles at the same time, a more accurate split prediction
can be achieved.
In V-PADA, each vehicle selects its reference vehicles based
on these three rules when it joins the platoon. When a reference
vehicle is detected to split from the platoon, it will also apply
these rules to find a new reference for its monitoring vehicle.
The reference vehicle selection procedure is shown in Fig. 10,
and the pseudocode is given in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1: Reference Vehicle Selection
1: FOR the neighboring vehicle i
2: ∗∗ RULE I∗∗
3: IF in front of it
4:
P rio(i) = 1;
5: ELSE
6:
P rio(i) = 0;
7: END IF;
8: ∗∗ RULE II∗∗
9: P rio(i)+ = 1 − d(i)/R;
10: END FOR
11: ∗∗ RULE III∗∗
12: Sort vehicles according to P rio(i);
13: WHILE (K > 0)
14: Start from the vehicle i with the highest P rio(i)
15: DO
16:
Add vehicle i as its reference vehicle;
17:
K−−;
18: END DO
19: END WHILE
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[1 . . . l]. The buffer size of each vehicle is Mi , and the distance
between any two vehicles Vi and Vj in terms of hops is hij . The
set of data items available for access in the network is denoted
as D. There are d data items that are available in the platoon,
each with data size Si .
Let Pi = {pij |∀Dj ∈ D} represent the state of vehicle Vi ’s
buffer, where

pij =

1,
0,

if Dj is in the buffer of Vi
if Dj is not found in Vi .

The access probability of each vehicle is denoted as
⎛

f11
⎜ f21
F =⎜
⎝ ..
.
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..
.

···
···
..
.

⎞
f1d
f2d ⎟
.. ⎟
⎠.
.

fl1

fl2

···

fld

(7)

We use cijk to represent the cost for vehicle Vi to access
data Dj from the vehicle in the same platoon, e.g., Vk . The
access cost can be the access delay or the number of bytes to
be transferred from Vk or Vi . Then, cijk ∝ hik · Sj . For vehicle
Vi , its total access cost can be calculated as
d

Ci =

V. P LATOON -BASED DATA M ANAGEMENT
In V-PADA, we exploit the platooning behavior to optimize
the data access. First, we analyze the intraplatoon data replication problem and propose a cost-effective but centralized data
replication algorithm called best-location data replication to
help vehicles cooperatively access their interested data inside
the platoon. The main purpose of the best-location replication
algorithm is to optimally place data replicas at their best locations inside the platoon so that the vehicles in the same platoon
can hold more interested data to avoid the long delay and
low availability of accessing data not in the platoon. Second,
we extend the best-location algorithm to a more scalable distributed algorithm called neighboring data replication, where
each vehicle cooperatively replicates data with their directly
connected neighboring nodes. Finally, we provide heuristics for
vehicles to prefetch and transfer data before vehicle splits so
that vehicles can still access their interested data after split.
A. Intraplatoon Data Replication
In V-PADA, data replication is periodically executed based
on a predefined DRC that is maintained by the platoon leader.
At the beginning of each DRC, the platoon leader calculates
the best intraplatoon replication for each data item according
to the data replication algorithm and then notifies all platoon
members, with which each vehicle can buffer the most appropriate data replicas. In the following, we first formulate
the intraplatoon data replication problem and then propose a
new cost-effective replication algorithm that can remove data
redundancy and reduce the data access cost.
1) Problem Formulation: We assume a vehicle platoon G
that consists of l vehicles. A vehicle is denoted as Vi , where i ∈

fij × min{cijk |∀ Vk ∈ G}.

(8)

j=1

Then, the goal of the cooperative replication algorithm is to
find the best replication arrangement to optimize the following
objective function:
l

min

(Ci )

(9)

i=1

subject to
d

(pij × Sj ) ≤ Mi

∀ Vi ∈ G.

(10)

j=1

The solution of (9) can be found through exhaustive search
on all possible replication arrangements. However, let Λ denote
the set of all possible replication arrangements; the size of Λ is
equal to

l 
d
|Λ| =
(11)
Mi
i=1
which is extremely large. The replication problem can be
reduced to the metric uncapacitated facility location problem
in the literature [34] that is known as NP-complete. Instead
of trying to find a complex algorithm that is not practical to
solve or approximate the problem, we propose a best-location
data replication algorithm that can achieve near-optimal performance with small computation overhead.
2) Best-Location Data Replication Algorithm: The basic
idea behind the best-location data replication algorithm is to
find the best location (vehicle) to place each data replica so
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that the overall data redundancy and data access cost within the
platoon are minimized. It is outlined here.
1) First, the average access probability of each data item
within the platoon is calculated. The average access probability of a data item Dj is defined as
l
fij
Aj = i=1
.
(12)
l
2) Let vkj denote the access cost if a copy of data Dj is
placed at vehicle Vk . Then, vkj is calculated as
l

vkj =

fij × cijk .

(13)

i=1

3) For each data item Dj , starting from that with the highest
Aj , a vehicle i is identified such that
vij = min{vxj }

∀ vehicle Vx ∈ Platoon.

(14)

4) The selected vehicle Vi represents the best location to
store Dj , which minimizes the total cost to access Dj for
the platoon. A copy of Dj is placed at vehicle Vi , and this
copy is called the primary copy of data Dj . If the buffer
of vehicle Vi is full, Dj is given to the vehicle with the
next lowest vij .
5) Steps 3 and 4 are repeated for all data items in the order
of their average access probability until the buffers of all
vehicles in the platoon are filled.
6) After all data items have been replicated once, the replication process starts again from the most frequently
accessed to the least frequently access data. All data replications after the first round are called duplicated copy.
Formally, the best-location data replication algorithm is presented in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: Best-Location Data Replication Algorithm
1: Input:
2: l: the number of vehicles in the platoon;
3: d: the number of available data items in the platoon;
4: f [][]: the 2-D matrix that records the access probability
of each vehicle to each data item;
5: c[][][]: the 3-D matrix that records the access cost of each
data item between any two vehicles in the platoon;
6:
7: Variables:
8: A[] = 0: the average access probability of each data item;
9: v[][] = 0: the total access cost of each data item for all
vehicles in the platoon;
10:
11: FOR each available data Dj
12: FOR each vehicle Vi
13:
A[j] = A[j] + fij ;
14:
FOR each vehicle Vk
15:
v[k][j] = v[k][j] + fij × cijk ;
16:
END FOR
17: END FOR

Fig. 11.

Implementation of the best-location data replication.

18: END FOR
19:
20: WHILE there is memory available in the platoon
21: Start from the Dj with the highest A[j];
22: DO
23:
Find vehicle Vi , s.t. v[i][j] = min{v[x][j]} for all
Vx in the platoon;
24:
Make a copy of data Di at vehicle Vj ;
25:
Start from the data with the next highest A[i];
26: END DO
27: END WHILE

Since no redundant replication takes place until every data
item is replicated at least once, the best-location algorithm can
guarantee that all available data have the opportunity to be
buffered in the platoon. Furthermore, because the function for
selecting the best vehicle to place each data replication [i.e.,
(14)] accounts for the access cost between the query vehicle and
the nearest replication vehicle in the platoon, the best-location
algorithm can also reduce the number of hops that the data need
to be transferred to serve a query.
Implementation of the Best-Location Data Replication: The
best-location algorithm requires several rounds of communications between the platoon leader and other platoon members
and among vehicles that are involved in the data exchange. To
more clearly make the entire data replication procedure, we list
all the stages in the implementation of the best-location data
replication algorithm in the flowchart (see Fig. 11).
As the figure shows, when a new DRC arrives, the platoon
leader initiates the data-replicating process by sending a notification message to all platoon members. Upon receiving this
message, all platoon members report the information of their
data access patterns, their available buffer size, locally replicated data list, and their neighboring node lists to the platoon
leader first. After the platoon leader receives all these information, it knows the topology of the platoon. It will calculate
the best intraplatoon data replication arrangement according
to the algorithm and send the new optimal arrangement to all
platoon members in the second stage. When receiving the new
arrangement, in the third stage, each platoon member fetches
the data from the nearest node that has that data and makes a
replication locally. Finally, in the last stage, all nodes in the
platoon remove the old data items from the buffer, and thus, the
newly released memory can be used by other applications.
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3) Neighboring Data Replication Algorithm: The bestlocation data replication algorithm can find the best vehicle to
allocate each data item inside the vehicle platoon. However,
this algorithm requires all platoon members to report their
own information to the platoon leader. After the platoon leader
collects all information, it calculates the best allocation of all
data replications and notifies all platoon members. Obviously,
this algorithm is centralized and may have large message overhead. To make the replication algorithm more scalable to large
platoons, we propose a distributed data replication algorithm
called neighboring data replication. In the neighboring replication algorithm, each vehicle only contacts with its directly
connected neighbors, instead of all platoon members, and tries
to find the best neighboring vehicle to replicate each data
item and eliminate the data redundancy. More specifically, the
algorithm is given here.
1) First, all vehicles are initially marked as “white,” which
means that no one has executed the allocation process yet.
2) Each vehicle starts the data replication process with some
delay. The value of the delay depends on vehicle id. For
a smaller id, the delay is shorter, and a longer delay is
achieved for the vehicle with larger id. Therefore, among
all “white” vehicles, the vehicle with the smallest id will
start the replication process first.
3) A vehicle sends an invitation to all its directly connected
neighboring vehicles in the platoon, if it does not receive
any invitation during its delay period. After receiving this
invitation, if the neighboring vehicle is “white,” it marks
itself as “black” and sends back a message with its data
access probability; otherwise, if the vehicle is already
“black,” it just discards the invitation.
4) The vehicle with the smallest id among its neighboring vehicles calculates the best allocation of all data
replications for its neighbors, following the same data
replication heuristic used in the best-location algorithm.
5) If all neighbors of a “white” vehicle are “black”; i.e., this
“white” vehicle cannot find any neighbor to cooperate
in the replication process, it only allocates its own most
interested data items to its buffer.
Formally, the neighboring data replication algorithm is presented in Algorithm 3.
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13:

replicate all data items among neighboring vehicles
following Algorithm 1;
14: END IF
The neighboring data replication algorithm eliminates the
replica duplication among neighboring vehicles. Furthermore,
it only requires the node to contact its neighboring vehicles to
make the replication decision, which saves more communication overhead, compared with the best-location algorithm.
B. Data Prefetch and Transfer on Splitting
By cooperative replication, the two proposed data replication
algorithms can eliminate intraplatoon data redundancy and then
reduce the data access cost. However, the advantage of cooperative replication will be affected by platoon splitting. From the
splitting vehicle point of view, it may not be able to access the
most interested data placed at other platoon members after it is
disconnected from the platoon. From the vehicle platoon point
of view, if there are some primary data copies buffered at the
splitting vehicle, the splitting may also significantly affect the
intraplatoon data access. Moreover, if the primary data copy is
the only data copy in the platoon, other platoon members will
not be able to access the data after splitting.
To address this problem, the splitting vehicle should prefetch
its most interested data and transfer its buffered primary data
copies to other platoon members. More specifically, after a vehicle is confirmed as “split,” it begins to immediately prefetch
its interested data based on its own data access probability.
Because all vehicles know the arrangement of data replications
within the platoon, the splitting vehicle can easily locate the
nearest nodes that have the data and prefetch it. To ensure
that the split will not affect the data access of other platoon
members, the splitting vehicle should transfer as many primary
data copies as possible to its nearest neighbor that buffers duplicate copies of other data and replaces them with its primary
data copies.
With data prefetch and transfer, the splitting vehicle can still
locally access its interested data, and the negative effects on
other platoon members can be minimized.
VI. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATIONS

Algorithm 3: Neighboring Data Replication Algorithm
1: {begin to replicate data}
2: all vehicles are marked as “white”;
3:
4: IF vehicle i is “white”
5: FOR all neighboring vehicles of i
6:
IF it is “black”
7:
do nothing and continue to the next vehicle;
8:
ELSE
9:
mark it as “black”;
10: send back its data access probabilities and id;
11:
END IF
12: END FOR

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
V-PADA and compare it with other solutions.
A. Simulation Setup
In our simulation, vehicles move within a fixed region of I79
(Interstate Highway) from Ohio River Blvd. to Clever Rd. in a
suburb of Pittsburgh, PA. It is a two-way highway and has three
lanes in each direction. As shown in Fig. 12, there are three
exits through which vehicles may leave the highway. To have a
fixed number of vehicles in the simulation, we assume that the
exit vehicle will enter the highway at the nearest highway end
(End A or End B) and immediately start to move toward the
opposite direction. Each vehicle in the simulation can initiate
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TABLE I
SIMULATION CONFIGURATIONS

Fig. 12. Simulation setup (a 5-mi highway section of I79 in the Pittsburgh
area).

queries for its interested data. If the query cannot be served
by the vehicle but there is a copy of the requested data in the
platoon, the request is sent to the nearest platoon member who
has the data. If none of the vehicles in the platoon has the data,
the request will be held until the vehicle meets another vehicle
that has the data.
We implement V-PADA in the ns-2 simulator4 with the CMU
wireless extension. Since ns-2 is developed for generic ad hoc
networks, it does not support VANET specific topologies and
traffic control models. To provide a real VANET environment,
we use the GrooveNet simulator5 and a map of the Pittsburgh
area6 to generate a real highway topology. Then, we combine
the highway topology with the platoon-based mobility model
that is defined in Section III-B to generate the vehicle mobility
trace file, which is used in the ns-2 simulations.
In the simulation, 180 vehicles move on the highway following the speed limits. There are six vehicle platoons, and each
platoon has 15 members on average. One hundred different
data items, with different data sizes (5, 15, or 25 MB), are
generated at the start of each simulation. Each vehicle can store
up to 100-MB data in its local buffer, but initially, it randomly
picks data as its local data until the local buffer is full. The data
access follows Zipf distribution, where
the access probability
of data Di is represented as Pi = (1/iθ nj=1 (1/j θ )), (θ ≥ 0,
n = 100 is the total number of data items in the network). Most
of the system parameters and their default values are listed
in Table I.
We compare V-PADA to three other solutions. The first
solution, which is referred to as the noncooperative data access
solution, does not consider the vehicle-platooning behavior,
and each vehicle always caches its most interested data. The
second solution, which is called connection-based cooperative
4 [NS2]

http://www.isi.edu/nsnam/ns
http://www.seas.upenn.edu/~rahulm/Research/GrooveNet/
GrooveNet is a VANET simulator, which uses the map of the U.S. Census
Bureau’s TIGER/Line 2000+ database to generate real city/street level
topologies and provides a variety of useful models for mobility, traffic control,
etc., for VANET simulations. Therefore, we use GrooveNet to design the
highway simulation scenario. We also rewrite the logger class of GrooveNet so
that the logged mobility trace can be used in ns-2.
6 [Tiger] http://www.census.gov/geo/www/tiger/
5 [GrooveNet]

data access, makes use of vehicle platoon for cooperative data
access. However, similar to most existing group-based data
access solutions [20], [21], it does not have the anomaly detection and split prediction techniques used in V-PADA. The third
solution, which is called the distance-based solution, extends
the connection-based solution so that it can detect the vehicle
split and prefetch data in advance. The split detection is distance
based with a detection threshold of 80 m.
The performance of these solutions are measured by the
query delay and the data availability. The query delay is the
average delay for a vehicle to receive the data after initiating
a query. Data availability is the probability that the query can
be successfully served before the vehicle moves out of the
simulation area. Therefore, data availability is defined as
Data Availability =

Number of successful queries
.
Number of issued queries

Experiments were run using different workloads and system
settings. The performance analysis presented here is designed
to compare the effects of different workload parameters such as
buffer size and Zipf parameter. For each workload parameter,
the mean value of the measured data is obtained by collecting
a large number of samples such that the confidence interval is
reasonably small. In most cases, the 95% confidence interval
for the measured data is less than 10% of the sample mean.
B. Query Delay
Fig. 13 compares V-PADA with noncooperative, connectionbased, and distance-based solutions in terms of query delay as
a function of buffer size and data access skewness. Here, we
note that we use V-PADA (best-location) to represent V-PADA
with the best-location data replication algorithm and V-PADA
(neighboring) to represent V-PADA with the neighboring data
replication algorithm.
As shown in Fig. 13(a), when the buffer size is small (e.g.,
15 MB), all schemes have relatively higher query delay. When
the buffer size increases (e.g., to 450 MB), vehicles can buffer
more data to serve the queries, and then, the query delay
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Fig. 13. Query delay. (a) Impact of buffer size. (b) Impact of data access
skewness.

decreases. Fig. 13(a) also indicates that, when the buffer size is
small (e.g., > 30 MB), the noncooperative solution has a much
longer query delay than other solutions (e.g., up to 298% of
V-PADA (best-location), 226% of V-PADA (neighboring),
151% of the connection-based solution, and 160% of the
distance-based solution). This confirms the fact that cooperative
solutions are able to help improve the performance of data
access. As shown in the figure, the smaller the buffer, the more
the benefits that can be obtained from cooperative data access.
In our simulation, the performance of the noncooperative
solution becomes better than the connection-based solution
when the buffer size is larger than 30 MB. This is because,
as the buffer size increases, more frequently accessed data
can be locally buffered in the noncooperative solution. The
connection-based solution, however, makes use of cooperation
but does not have the split prediction capability. When split
happens, the splitting vehicle does not have time to prefetch its
interested data and transfer its data to other platoon members.
Therefore, the splitting vehicle may not be able to access its
most interested data after splitting, and the platoon may also
lose some important data, which degrades data access performance. V-PADA (best-location) and V-PADA (neighboring)
have the shortest query delay since they cooperatively buffer
and organize data and they can quickly detect split and prefetch
the necessary data. As a result, more query requests can be
locally served even after disconnection, which further improves
the data access performance compared with the distance-based
solution. Here, we notice that V-PADA (best-location) achieves
a bit better performance than V-PADA (neighboring). This is
because the best-location data replication achieves platoonwide optimal data allocation, whereas the neighboring data
replication algorithm only tries to eliminate data redundancy
among neighboring vehicles.
Fig. 13(b) compares the query delay of different solutions as
a function of data access skewness. In Zipf distribution, when
θ = 0, the access pattern is uniformly distributed, and different
data have similar popularity. As θ increases, the access pattern
becomes more skewed. As can be seen from the figure, when
the data access is close to uniform distribution, all the platoonaware data access solutions (V-PADA, connection based, and
distance based) outperform the noncooperative solution, which
is more sensitive to data access skewness. The noncooperative
solution has lower query delay than the connection-based solution and the distance-based solution when data access becomes
more skew (e.g., θ > 0.6), but V-PADA—both V-PADA (bestlocation) and V-PADA (neighboring)—consistently outper-
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Fig. 14. Data availability. (a) Impact of buffer size. (b) Impact of data access
skewness.

Fig. 15. Number of different data in the network at different simulation times.

forms the three other solutions. This confirms the importance
of split detection and prefetch techniques used in V-PADA.
C. Data Availability
Fig. 14 evaluates different solutions on the data availability.
Again, V-PADA (best-location) and V-PADA (neighboring)
achieves much higher data availability than other solutions,
i.e., up to 80%, 40%, and 37% higher than the noncooperative
solution, the connection-based solution, and the distance-based
solution in Fig. 14(a), respectively. This is due to two reasons:
1) V-PADA cooperatively organizes data replications, either
within the entire platoon (best-location) or among neighboring
vehicles (neighboring); hence, V-PADA can hold more different
data items than the noncooperative solution, which can be
verified by results in Fig. 15. 2) V-PADA can quickly detect
the split and prefetch the right data.
As shown in Figs. 13–15, although the noncooperative solution leads to the least number of different data items in the
network, it still has similar or even better performance than the
connection-based solution when data access becomes skew and
buffer size becomes large. This is because the noncooperative
solution prefers replicating the most frequently accessed data,
thus having a relatively high local hit rate, compared with the
connection-based solution, in which each vehicle may buffer
data for other vehicles while does not have opportunity to
prefetch its own interested data before splitting.
D. Split Prediction
In this section, we study the performance of different split
prediction approaches, which are measured by the false positive
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Fig. 16. Impact of detection confidence on the false positive rate.

Fig. 18.

Impact of detection confidence on the prefetch time.

Fig. 17. Impact of the number of reference vehicles on the false positive rate.

Fig. 19.

Impact of the number of reference vehicles on the prefetch time.

rate and the prefetch time. False positive may happen when a
vehicle is still moving within the platoon but is falsely predicted
to split. After a split is confirmed, the vehicle starts to prefetch
data until it disconnects from the platoon. This time period is
called the prefetch time. A long prefetch time indicates quick
split prediction and, hence, more time for vehicles to prefetch
and transfer data before splitting.
Because the noncooperative solution and the connectionbased solution do not have prediction capability, we only
compare the proposed V-PADA with the distance- and
distance-change-based solutions. The threshold of the distancechange-based solution is set to 15 m. In addition, we add a
fourth solution (which is denoted by V -PADA w/o prediction
optimization) that uses the same time series analysis for anomaly detection as V-PADA but does not apply the two-step
prediction method.
1) False Positive Rate: As shown in Figs. 16 and 17,
V-PADA and the distance- and distance-change-based solutions
have low false positive rates in all three curve sections, but
the false positive rate of V-PADA without prediction optimization is very high. The low false positive rate of the distanceand distance-change-based solutions is because their distance
thresholds for split prediction are larger than the relative position changes on the curve. V-PADA, however, is able to detect
the mobility anomaly at curves and may treat it as a possible
split in V-PADA without prediction optimization. This can be
addressed by the two-step split prediction used in V-PADA,
which can identify the curve and reduce the false positive.
Figs. 16 and 17 also show that the false positive rate is related
to the detection confidence interval and the number of reference
vehicles. A higher detection confidence interval such as 99.7%
or more numbers of reference vehicles can reduce the false
positive rate.
By comparing the false positive rates at Curve 1, Curve 2,
and Curve 3, we notice that the false positive rate at a sharp
curve such as Curve 1 with a short radius is higher than that at
a flat curve such as Curve 3 with a long radius. This is because

Fig. 20. Prefetch time when splitting due to acceleration. (a) With different
detection confidence. (b) With different numbers of reference vehicles.

the sharp curve brings in a large position change, which leads
to higher false positive.
2) Prefetch Time: Figs. 18 and 19 show the prefetch time of
different solutions at different highway exits. From the figures,
we can see that V-PADA has much longer prefetch time than the
distance-based solution due to the use of time series analysis on
the relative position deviations.
Fig. 20 shows the prefetch time in different solutions when
vehicles accelerate to leave the vehicle platoon. Because there is
no curve in this splitting scenario, we only compare the performance of V-PADA to the distance- and distance-change-based
solutions. Again, V-PADA outperforms the other two, e.g.,
V-PADA detects splits up to 6 s faster than the distancechange-based solution and 9 s faster than the distance-based
solution. This confirms the advantage of the position-changebased anomaly detection approach used in V-PADA that can
quickly detect abnormal motion deviation.
The results of Figs. 18–20 also suggest that, in V-PADA, the
impact of the detection confidence interval and the number of
reference vehicles on the prefetch time is not big, compared
with the impact on the false positive rate. This is because, as
a split takes place, any mobility anomaly due to the split can
always be quickly detected in V-PADA. The distance-changebased solution, instead, can take more advantage from multiple
reference vehicles, because one single reference vehicle may
neglect some large position deviation by only comparing the
distance change, whereas multiple reference vehicles can reduce this kind of uncertainty.
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VII. C ONCLUSION
This paper has raised a challenging question: how to improve
the performance of data access in an intermittently connected
VANET. To answer this question, we have proposed V-PADA,
which is a novel vehicle-platoon-aware data access solution
for VANETs. V-PADA makes use of the “vehicle platoon”
mobility pattern to collaboratively replicate data and optimize
data access among vehicles. V-PADA consists of two components. First, a vehicle-platooning protocol is designed to
identify the platoon and quickly predict vehicle split. Second,
a data management component is introduced to achieve high
data availability and reduce the intraplatoon data access cost.
Simulation results have shown that V-PADA outperforms other
data access solutions in VANETs.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to
exploit vehicle-platoon behavior for data access, considering
various vehicle splits. The proposed solution in this paper is not
limited to VANETs and can be extended to other mobile ad hoc
networks. In the future, we will look into solutions for mobility
anomaly detection in more complicated road structures and solutions for cooperative data access with the support of roadside
infrastructures.
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